Time-division-multiplexed observation bandwidth for ultrafast parametric spectro-temporal analyzer.
Parametric spectro-temporal analyzer (PASTA) has been demonstrated as a powerful tool for ultrafast spectrum measurement with superior frame rate and resolution. Compared with other time-stretch-based counterparts, the temporal focusing mechanism enlarges the initial condition and enables the observation of arbitrary waveform, especially the emission spectrum. However, due to the limited conversion bandwidth of the parametric mixing-based time-lens, the observation bandwidth of PASTA is constrained within the C (conventional) band, which hinders its practical applications. To overcome this constraint, both stokes and anti-stokes conversions of the parametric mixing process are leveraged, and the concept of time division multiplexing (TDM) is introduced to ensure their separability. Therefore, the TDM-based PASTA system successfully demultiplexes the C band and L (long) band spectra in two adjacent temporal frames. It is capable of reconstructing the wavelength-to-time sequence for arbitrary waveform over a record 58-nm observation bandwidth, which can be further improved by optimizing the filters and amplifiers. Meanwhile, both of these two bands achieve 20-pm resolution, 10-MHz frame rate, and -30-dBm sensitivity. Moreover, this TDM concept can also be applied to other parametric mixing-based temporal imaging systems to enlarge the working wavelength band, such as temporal magnification.